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Work Ethics
The summer is the season for graduates to
start finding a job or working. The workplace is
highly competitive and cruel. Many candidates
are waiting for your current position. And any
mistakes may cost you job. As said, “To err is
human, to forgive is mot company policy.”
Novices should take caution, assume responsibility, and abide by work ethics at work. The boss
will observe and check whether newcomers are
capable or competent. You have to pass the three
-month probation to become an employee.
Experts provide some advice for your reference.
Integrity and Conscientiousness. Respect and
Communication, Cooperation and Teamwork,
Appearance and Character, and Attendance and
Organization.
In terms of “optimization,” the right person
should be put in the right place. Always ask
yourself: Are you a talent? Do you worth
corporate cultivation? Attitude determines the
altitude of your success. Be humble to learn and
ask for advice. A golden advice may cut down
years of your aimless self-exploration and frustrations.
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Labor Disputes ↜宅䮼䯙
The one who provides you with a job is your employer and you are his/her employee. Before your employment an agreement is usually reached regarding some terms and conditions., such as conditions of
employment, hours of work, and fringe benefits, through collective bargaining. The employees may
join a trade union to protect their legal rights. The union may calls a strike to obtain some economic concessions from the employer, such as higher wages, or shorter hours of work, to settle labor disputes.
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Inspirational Quotes ↳⺕䩲墾

LIVE YOUR DREAMS BY LES BROWN ⺁⾱ᵉノ
1. ӵ݀ၶ٣ጤǴ൩ፎ௱ජġǶ
If you get stuck, reach out for help.
2. ӵ݀ԖೕჄǴӧ൩ჴ፬Ƕ
If you have a plan, put it to work now.ġ
3. ӵ݀рנԖ֚ᜤǴٗ൩Ӄவλנޑ໒ۈግಞǶ
If you have difficulty making decisions, make small ones for practice.
ġ4.

ӵ݀գᡣԾ൧ᆭᇑǴգޑ৮ឨஒտᏘգǴಖஒ྄ΑգǶ
If you allow your self-esteem to erode, your fear will eat at you; and

ultimately it could destroy you.
5. Γғऩคᜫඳ߾ࡋԜғġǶ
If you have no vision of yourself in the
future, then you have nothing to live
for.
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If you smile, people will feel comfortable around you. ġ

Phone: (886) 7-3814526
By Shouhua Lin, Ed.D.
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